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Savitriben 

 

GSFC sponsored toilet 

construction under SBM 

Savitriben got toilet facility just before one month at her house. Before that her family used to go in open 

fields or they used toilet facility at work place. Now she is happy that she got toilet at her home and children 

are the frequent users of toilets. Important thing was about the water storage facility was besides toilet which 

ensures smooth utility, easy cleaning and less water usage. According to her she is getting enough water 

through tap water system so she is utilizing the storage tank for toilet. While inspecting the toilet it was newly 

constructed, cleaned and water storage was beside toilet full with water. A bucket was given to draw water 

from storage to use for toilet.  
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Discussion with Nursing 

Batch at VIVEC 

At VIVEC, Nursing batch was about 20-25 candidates mostly girls. They were coming from different tribal 

district like Chhota Udepur, Narmada, Dahod, Tapi, Panchmahal, Dahod etc… Most of them were 10th pass 

and came to VIVEC through their friends’ references and SFT campaign.  They were expecting to job in 

hospitals of nearby districts. The class was comprise of both theory and practical lab and last month of training 

will be in industrial set up. They were able to identify different equipment’s in lab and used to practise with 

dummy. They were getting accommodation, library, dining facility at VIVEC centre.  
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Discussion with CNC 

Machine Batch at VIVEC 

CNC Machine batch, At VIVEC, Nursing batch was about 10-15 candidates all were boys. They were coming 

from different tribal district like Chhota Udepur, Narmada, Dahod, Tapi, Panchmahal, Dahod etc… Most of 

them were 10th pass and came to VIVEC through their friends’ references and SFT campaign.  They were 

expected to work in automobile industry of nearby districts. The class was comprise of both theory and 

practical lab and last month of training will be in industrial set up. The training components includes computer 

coding and execution on machine. Candidates has prepared small parts from iron rod.  

Apart from this, training centre has developed ‘Nachiketa” concept for personality development and volunteer 

activities.    

 


